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Infrastructural vulnerability is a growing
concern in the state of Massachusetts.
The American Society of Civil Engineers
reported in 2017 that at least 30% of all
publicly maintained roads in the state
are deemed to be in poor structural
condition (ASCE 2017). Poor structural
conditions which pose major safety
threats on public roads include cracks
and potholes, inadequate guardrails and
medians, and other obstructions to
roadways (Pajcic 2017). Concurrently,
flooding rates have been regularly rising,
the coastline and near-coast interior of
the state becoming increasingly
vulnerable. Coastal Massachusetts is
particularly at a heightened risk of
flooding, which is predicted to grow as
sea levels rise and storm severity
enhances; the coast’s 100-year flooding
event – which has in recent years
condensed into an approximate 60-year
flooding interval – is projected to have
been recurring every 1 to 2 years by the
year 2100 (Massachusetts Climate
Adaptation Partnership 2015).

Data Layers

Intersect with Mass DOT Roads Layer

Highly Vulnerable Road Segments5
Lewis Street,
East Boston
(Ranking: 7)

I-395, Webster
(Ranking: 6)

Flood Zone Ranking Definitions⁴
Risk Level

Flood Zone Category

High Risk

VE, AE, A

Moderate to Low Risk

X

Undetermined Risk

D

Boulevard,
Plymouth
(Ranking: 7)

Resulting Attribute Table (Sample)
Old County
Road,
Wellfleet
(Ranking: 7)

METHODOLOGY
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this project is to:
determine the vulnerable segments of
Massachusetts roads based upon flood
risk and structural deficiency. This study
analyzes the juncture at which flooding
risk and structural condition overlap and
pose
both
public
safety
and
environmental
risks.
Structural
vulnerability is already proving to be an
inconvenience in many parts of the
state, yet it will turn disastrous as
flooding rates heighten, creating severe
transportation
issues
through
susceptible regions of the state.
Determining where roads are both
structurally
deficient
and highly
vulnerable to flooding is necessary for
maintaining safety standards and for
mitigating climate change effects.
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Mill Street,
Worcester
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The results of this analysis display the most susceptible public roads
in Massachusetts regarding structural deficiency as well as proximity
to high-risk flood zones. On the right are images depicting a sample
of road segments which appeared on the table above. indicating
that proximity to the vulnerable coastline appears to correlate to
structural condition and integrity. This data will only become
increasingly important as we transition to an age of unprecedented
sea levels and storm magnitude. Determining which structures are
already in poor condition and are in regions of high flood risk will
ultimately help in allocating resources to improve and maintain
infrastructure in these areas. This information is vital to the
protection of our citizens and communities.

Hemeon Drive,
West Yarmouth
(Ranking: 7)
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